Introduction

About these
resources
This pack is made up of a CD-ROM and a Teacher’s
Book of notes and photocopiable resource sheets. As a
teaching resource for Entry Level 1-2 it complements
the six titles in the ‘Relationships’ series:
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Staying Out Late’
‘The Date: Rachel’s Story’
‘The Date: Mike’s Story’
‘Sisters at War’
‘Mum’s New Boyfriend’
‘My Teacher’

The Readers
The activities in this Pack
are designed to work with
and alongside these six
reading books. They are
available singly or in
money-saving packs of six.
Contact our distributor:
Phone: 01606 836699
Fax: 01606 836655
Email: orders@senpress.co.uk
Or visit our website:
www.senpress.co.uk

It includes many follow-up activities, and offers teachers
two key teaching tools:
• The facility to give whiteboard lessons
• The facility to make and save changes to the text,
offering opportunities to make abridged or
personalised versions for individual students

The CD-ROM
As long as you have purchased the Activity Pack, no
extra site licences are needed.

Single copy:
978-1-905579-67-9
Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-73-0

Single copy:
978-1-905579-68-6
Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-74-7

Single copy:
978-1-905579-69-3
Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-75-4

Single copy:
978-1-905579-66-2
Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-72-3

Single copy:
978-1-905579-64-8

Single copy:
978-1-905579-65-5

Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-70-9

Value Pack (6 copies):
978-1-905579-71-6

Instructions for installing the CD-ROM can be found on
the opposite page.
The CD-ROM contains both the text and illustrations of
the six titles listed above, as well as a number of other
valuable features:
•
•
•
•

Audio read-through
Editable text
Seventeen Interactive Activities
Pdfs of all the Resource Sheets in this book

The Teacher Book
This contains a commentary on the individual titles and
an introduction to the series as a whole.
•
•
•
•

Page-by-page teacher notes for each book
Explanations of the CD-ROM’s basic functions
Notes on the Interactive Activities
Hard copies of all photocopiable Resource Sheets
(you may copy these freely)
• Ideas for discussion and further activities

Browse and buy at
www.senpress.co.uk
Read more about our other series:
Work Experience, Everyday
Challenges, Simple Meals, Scary
Things, Ups and Downs.
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The interactive activities
The topics of the Interactive Activities included on the CD-ROM are set out in the box below.

BOOK title

Interactive activities

Introductory Activity

About Your Feelings*

‘Staying Out Late’

Missing Words (‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ versions)
How Are They Feeling?
Staying Out Late Quiz

‘The Date: Rachel’s Story’

Missing Words
How Are They Feeling?
The Date Quiz

‘The Date: Rachel’s Story’

Missing Words (‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ versions)
How Are They Feeling?
The Date Quiz

‘Sisters at War’

Missing Words (‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ versions)
How Are They Feeling?
Sisters at War Quiz

‘Mum’s New Boyfriend’

Missing Words (‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ versions)
How Are They Feeling?

‘My Teacher’

Missing Words (‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ versions)
How Are They Feeling?

* This is a generic activity, not specific to any individual book. ‘About Your Feelings’ is a multiple
choice quiz. It presents a number of situations, asking students to think about how they would react
emotionally in these circumstances. It is designed to help students understand their own feelings
before they move on to read the six Relationships books which focus on identifying the feelings of
others as well as gaining a better understanding of their own emotions.
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The resource sheets
You are free to copy these sheets freely for use in your school/college.
There are nine resource sheets for each book:

the book and activities FEEDBACK sheet

Students write a sentence or two giving their views on the book and activities they’ve just tackled and
think about anything they might have learned.

Student record sheet

A record sheet for the teacher to record the various activities undertaken by the student in this part of the
topic, and the level achieved.

How well did you read?

Ten simple true or false questions related to the text.

cover sheet

A sheet for students to decorate, and use as a cover for their resource sheets folder.

words and pictures

Match ten words with illustrations from the book.

picture search

Search the book for six illustrations, then write a sentence about each of them.

Keyword flashcards

Sixteen related words taken from the text. These need to be printed onto card and cut up.

Wordsearch

Ten key words chosen from the flashcards.

Spot the Difference

An illustration from the book with six details changed.
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